Once the suffering or damage
has been aftributed to the enterprises,

the complainant can file the complaint
as

follow:
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The Consumer protection in

category of public fraud and scams resulting

aecordance with the Direct Selling

to take an advantage of the consumer.

and Direct Marketing Act

As a result, the OCPB has the Direct Selling

and Direct Marketing Act B.E. 2545 (2002) and
the Act (No. 2) B.E. 2550 (2007) in order to

B.E. 254s (2002)

Due to direct sales strategy for goods
and services whether at home, in the work

adjr

control the fair treatment on direct sales and
marketing and protect the interests ofthe
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place or any other place where it is not usual
to conduct business with description or

It also prohibits direct sales and
marketing, from encouraging or assembling a
demonstration through an independent seller business network, such as pvramid
Schemes.

or direct service agent, which could affect the This approach is a marketing strategy
in which
consumer's d iscretion. Moreover this
the sales force is compensated
includes other businesses involved with
not only for sales they personally generate,
media and communication in order to have a but also for the
Differences between the
direct sale to the consumer. These media
sales of the other
include

blications and Electronic
information. The Direct Selling and Direct
Marketing Act protect consumers who are in
remote areas and would like to purchase
goods and se rvices.
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To avoid any confusion by consumers

the OCPB distinguishes between direct sales
and pyramid selling as follows;

direct sale according to th€ law and the pyramid selling

Legal Direct sale

that

they recruit. This
recruited sales
force is referred to

the participa nt's
downline, and can
provide multiple
as

levels

consumer.
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compensation.
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